(Dated: February 11, 2014) Using (106.41±0.86)×10
6 ψ(3686) events collected with the BESIII detector at BEPCII, we study for the first time the decay χcJ → η ′ K + K − , where η ′ → γρ 0 and η ′ → ηπ + π − . A partial wave anal-ysis in the covariant tensor amplitude formalism is performed for the decay χc1 → η 
I. INTRODUCTION
Exclusive heavy quarkonium decays provide an important laboratory for investigating perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD). Compared to J/ψ and ψ(3686) decays, relatively little is known concerning χ cJ decays [1] . More experimental data on exclusive decays of P -wave charmonia are important for a better understanding of the decay dynamics of the χ cJ (J=0, 1, 2) states, as well as testing QCD based calculations. Although these χ cJ states are not directly produced in e + e − collisions, they are produced copiously in ψ(3686) E1 transitions, with branching fractions around 9% [1] each. The large ψ(3686) data sample taken with the Beijing Spectrometer (BESIII) located at the Beijing ElectronPositron Collider (BEPCII) provides an opportunity for a detailed study of χ cJ decays.
QCD theory allows the existence of glueballs, and glueballs are expected to mix strongly with nearby conventionalstates [2] . For hadronic decays of the χ c1 , twogluon annihilation in pQCD is suppressed by the LandauYang theorem [3] in the on-shell limit. As a result, the annihilation is expected to be dominated by the pQCD hair-pin diagram. The decay χ c1 → P S, where P and S denote a pseudoscalar and a scalar meson, respectively, is expected to be sensitive to the quark contents of the finalstate scalar meson. And by tagging the quark contents of the recoiling pseudo-scalar meson, the process can be used in testing the glueball-qq mixing relations among the scalar mesons S, i.e. f 0 (1370), f 0 (1500), f 0 (1710). A detailed calculation can be found in reference [4] .
The K * 0 (1430) state is perhaps the least controversial of the light scalar isobar mesons [1] . Its properties are still interesting since it is highly related to the lineshape of the controversial κ meson (Kπ S-wave scattering at mass threshold) in various studies. Until now, K * 0 (1430) has been observed in K * 0 (1430) → Kπ only, but it is also expected to couple to η ′ K [5, 6] . The opening of the η ′ K channel will affect its lineshape. χ c1 → η ′ K + K − is a promising channel to search for K * 0 (1430) and study its properties. The decays χ c0,2 → K * 0 (1430)K are forbidden by spin-parity conservation.
In this paper, we study the decay χ cJ → η ′ K + K − with η ′ → γρ 0 (mode I) and η ′ → ηπ + π − , η → γγ (mode II). Only results for χ c1 and χ c2 are given, because χ c0 → η ′ K + K − is forbidden by spin-parity conservation. A partial wave analysis (PWA) in the covariant tensor amplitude formalism is performed for the process χ c1 , and results on intermediate processes involved are given. For χ c2 → η ′ K + K − , due to low statistics, a simple PWA is performed, and the result is used to estimate the event selection efficiency. The data sample used in this analysis consists of 156.4 pb −1 of data taken at √ s = 3.686 GeV/c 2 corresponding to (106.41±0.86)×10 6 ψ(3686) events [7] .
II. DETECTOR AND MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION
BESIII [8] is a general purpose detector at the BEPCII accelerator for studies of hadron spectroscopy as well as τ -charm physics [9] . The design peak luminosity of the double-ring e + e − collider, BEPCII, is 10 33 cm −2 s −1 at center-of-mass energy of 3.78 GeV. The BESIII detector with a geometrical acceptance of 93% of 4π, consists of the following main components: 1) a small-cell, heliumbased main drift chamber (MDC) with 43 layers, which measures tracks of charged particles and provides a measurement of the specific energy loss dE/dx. The average single wire resolution is 135 µm, and the momentum resolution for 1 GeV/c charged particles in a 1 T magnetic field is 0.5%; 2) an electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) consisting of 6240 CsI(Tl) crystals arranged in a cylindrical shape (barrel) plus two end-caps. For 1.0 GeV/c photons, the energy resolution is 2.5% (5%) in the barrel (endcaps), and the position resolution is 6 mm (9 mm) in the barrel (end-caps); 3) a Time-Of-Flight system (TOF) for particle identification (PID) composed of a barrel part constructed of two layers with 88 pieces of 5 cm thick, 2.4 m long plastic scintillators in each layer, and two endcaps with 48 fan-shaped, 5 cm thick, plastic scintillators in each endcap. The time resolution is 80 ps (110 ps) in the barrel (endcaps), corresponding to a K/π separation by more than 2σ for momenta below about 1 GeV/c; 4) a muon chamber system (MUC) consists of 1000 m 2 of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) arranged in 9 layers in the barrel and 8 layers in the end-caps and incorporated in the return iron yoke of the superconducting magnet. The position resolution is about 2 cm.
The optimization of the event selection and the estimation of backgrounds are performed through Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The geant4-based simulation software boost [10] includes the geometric and material description of the BESIII detectors and the detector response and digitization models, as well as the tracking of the detector running conditions and performance. The production of the ψ(3686) resonance is simulated by the MC event generator kkmc [11] , while the decays are generated by evtgen [12] for known decay modes with branching fractions being set to world average values [1] , and by lundcharm [13] for the remaining unknown decays.
III. EVENT SELECTION
The final states of the sequential decay
′ decay modes I or II, respectively. Event candidates are required to have four charged tracks and at least two (three) good photons for mode I (II).
Charged tracks in the polar angle range | cos θ| < 0.93 are reconstructed from MDC hits. The closest point to the beamline of each selected track should be within ±10 cm of the interaction point in the beam direction, and within 1 cm in the plane perpendicular to the beam. The candidate events are required to have four well reconstructed charged tracks with net charge zero. TOF and dE/dx information is combined to form particle identification (PID) confidence levels for the π, K and p hypotheses. Kaons are identified by requiring the PID probability (P rob) to be P rob(K) > P rob(π) and P rob(K) > P rob(p). Two identified kaons with opposite charge are required. The other two charged tracks are assumed to be pions.
Photon candidates are reconstructed by clustering signals in EMC crystals. The photon candidates in the barrel (| cos θ| < 0.80) of the EMC are required to have at least 25 MeV total energy deposition, or in the endcap (0.86 < | cos θ| < 0.92) at least 50 MeV total energy deposition, where θ is the polar angle of the shower. The photon candidates are further required to be isolated from all charged tracks by an angle > 5
• to suppress showers from charged particles. Timing information from the EMC is used to suppress electronic noise and energy deposition unrelated to the event.
A four-constraint (4C) energy-momentum conserving kinematic fit is applied to candidate events under the γγ(γ)
For events with more than two (three) photon candidates, all of the possible two (three) photon combinations are fitted, and the candidate combination with the minimum χ 2 4C is selected, and it is required that χ 2 4C < 40 (50). In the η ′ decay mode I, the photon with the smaller
| is assigned as the photon from η ′ decay, and the other one is tagged as the photon from the radiative decay of ψ(3686). The mass requirement |M (γγ) − M (π 0 )| > 15 MeV/c 2 is applied to remove backgrounds with π 0 in the final state.
|M
2 are further used to suppress backgrounds from ψ(3686
rec and M (γγ) rec are the recoil masses from the π + π − and γγ systems, respectively. Figure 1(a) shows the invariant mass distribution of π + π − , and a clear ρ 0 signal is observed. For the η ′ decay mode II, candidate events are rejected if any pair of photons has |M (γγ) − M (π 0 )| < 20 MeV/c 2 , in order to suppress backgrounds with π 0 in the final state. The η candidate is selected as the photon pair whose invariant mass is closest to the η mass [1] . The M (γγ) distribution, shown in Fig. 1(b) , is fitted with the MC simulated η signal shape plus a 3 rd order polynomial background function. |M (γγ) − M (η)| < 25 MeV/c 2 is required to select the η signal.
After the above event selection, the invariant mass distributions of γπ + π − and of γγπ + π − in the two η ′ decay modes are shown in Fig. 2 . The η ′ signals are seen clearly, and the distributions are fitted with the MC simulated η ′ signal shape plus a 3 rd order polynomial function for the background.
2 are used to select the η ′ signal in the two decay modes, respectively.
IV. BACKGROUND STUDIES
The scatter plots of the invariant mass of Fig. 3 (a) (mode I) and Fig. 4 (a) (mode II), respectively. Two clusters of events in the χ c1,2 and η ′ signal regions, which arise from the signal processes of ψ(3686) → γχ c1,2 , χ c1,2 → η ′ K + K − , are clearly visible. Clear χ cJ bands are also observed outside the η ′ signal region.
Inclusive and exclusive MC studies are carried out to investigate potential backgrounds. The dominant backgrounds are found to be ψ(3686) → γχ cJ , χ cJ →
for mode II. Also for mode II, there are small contaminations from the de-
All these backgrounds have exactly the same topology, or have one less (more) photon than the signal process, but no η ′ intermediate state. They will produce peaking background in the γ(γ)π
2 ) for the two η ′ decay modes are shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b) , respectively. The distributions are fitted with the sum of three Gaussian functions together with a 3 rd order polynomial function, which represent the peaking backgrounds and non-peaking background, respectively. The peaking background shape obtained here will be used in the following fit as the peaking background shape within the η ′ signal range. 
V. SIGNAL DETERMINATION
To determine the signal yields, a simultaneous unbinned fit is performed on the γ(γ) 
2 for the two η ′ decay modes, respectively. The following formulas are used to fit the distributions in the signals and sideband regions, respectively:
where F sig cJ (m) represents the χ cJ signal lineshape, which is described by the MC simulated shape. G(m, m i , σ i ) is a Gaussian function parameterizing the instrumental resolution difference (σ i ) and mass offset (m i ) between data and MC simulation, with parameters free in the fit. Since χ c0 → η ′ K + K − is forbidden by spin-parity conservation, only the χ c1,2 signals are considered in the fit. ′ signal region, and non-peaking background in η ′ signal or sideband region, respectively, to be determined in the fit. α i is the ratio of the number of peaking background events in the η ′ sideband region to that in the η ′ signal region. The magnitudes of α i are fixed in the fit and the values are obtained by fitting the γ(γ)π + π − invariant mass distributions. The detailed procedure to obtain the α i values is described in the following. 
distribution for events with γ(γ)π + π − K + K − mass within the χ c2 signal region for the two η ′ decay modes, respectively. The χ cJ (J=0, 1, 2) signal regions are defined as |M (γπ
for η ′ decay mode I, and |M (γγπ
2 , and |M (γγπ
2 for η ′ decay mode II. The distributions are fitted with a Gaussian function which represents the η ′ signal together with a polynomial function which represents non η ′ background. α i is the ratio of integrated polynomial background function in the η ′ sideband region to that in the η ′ signal region. Here the background includes both χ cJ peaking background and non-peaking background. Studies from MC simulation and real data show that the χ cJ peaking background and non-peaking background have the same α i , and the extracted α i is used in the previous simultaneous fit.
The γ(γ)π + π − K + K − invariant mass distributions of candidate events in η ′ signal and sideband regions for the two η ′ decay modes are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The simultaneous unbined fits are carried out to determine the signal yields, and the results are summarized in Table I .
VI. BRANCHING FRACTION
The branching fractions of χ cJ → η ′ K + K − in the two η ′ decay modes are calculated according to:
where N sig cJ is the number of signal events extracted from the simultaneous unbinned fit. N ψ(3686) is the number 
and B(η → γγ) are branching fractions from the PDG [1] . ǫ 1 cJ and ǫ 2 cJ are the detection efficiencies for mode I and mode II, respectively. Detailed studies in Sec. VIII show that abundant structures are observed in the K + K − and η ′ K ± invariant mass spectra. To get the detection efficiencies properly, a partial wave analysis (PWA) using covariant tensor amplitudes is performed on the candidate events, and the detection efficiencies are obtained from MC samples generated with the differential cross section from the PWA results. The detection efficiencies and the branching fractions (statistical uncertainty only) are also shown in Table I .
VII. ESTIMATION OF SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Several sources of systematic uncertainties are considered in the measurement of branching fractions. These include the differences between data and MC simulation for the tracking, PID, photon detection, kinematic fit, fitting procedure and number of ψ(3686) events as well as the uncertainties in intermediate resonance decay branching fractions.
a. Tracking and PID The uncertainties from tracking and PID efficiency of the kaon are investigated using an almost background free control sample of [14] . Both kaon tracking efficiency and PID efficiency are studied as a function of transverse momentum and polar angle. The data -MC simulation differences are estimated to be 1% per track for the tracking efficiency and 2% [15] per track for the PID efficiency. Therefore, 2% uncertainty for the tracking efficiency and 4% uncertainty for the PID efficiency are taken as the systematic uncertainties for two kaons. The uncertainty for the pion tracking is investigated with high statistics, low background samples of
The systematic uncertainty is taken to be 1% per track [16] , and 2% for two pions.
b. Photon detection efficiency The uncertainty due to photon detection and reconstruction is 1% per photon [15] . This value is determined from studies using clean control samples, such as J/ψ → ρ 0 π 0 and e + e − → γγ. Therefore, uncertainties of 2% and 3% are taken for photon detection efficiencies in the two η ′ decay modes, respectively. 
0.984 ± 0.004 14.88 9.09 ± 0.54
c. Kinematic fit To investigate the systematic uncertainty from the 4C kinematic fit, a clean control sample
which has a similar final state to those of this analysis, is selected. A 4C kinematic fit is applied to the control sample, and the corresponding efficiency is estimated from the ratio of the number of events with and without the kinematic fit. The difference of efficiency between data and MC simulation, 3.3%, is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
d. Mass window requirements Several mass window requirements are applied in the analysis. In mode I, mass windows on M (γγ) rec and M (π + π − ) rec are applied to suppress backgrounds with J/ψ intermediate states, M (γγ) requirements are used to remove backgrounds with π 0 in the final state, and an M (γπ + π − ) requirement is used to determine the η ′ signal. In mode II, mass windows on M (γγ) are used to remove backgrounds with π 0 and to determine the η signal. An M (γγπ + π − ) mass window is used for the η ′ signal. Different values of these mass window requirements within 3σ ∼ 5σ (σ is the corresponding mass resolution) have been used, and the largest differences in the branching fractions are taken as systematic uncertainties.
e. Fitting procedure As described above, the yields of the χ cJ signal events are derived from the simultaneous unbinned fits to the invariant mass of γ(γ)
with γ(γ)π + π − invariant mass within the η ′ signal and sideband regions for the two η ′ decay modes, respectively. To evaluate the systematic uncertainty associated with the fitting procedure, the following aspects have been studied. 1) shape of non-peaking background: The uncertainties due to the non-peaking background parameterization are estimated by the difference when we use a 2 nd or 4 th instead of a 3 rd order background polynomial function. 2) shape of peaking backgrounds: In the nominal fit, shapes of peaking backgrounds are fixed to the fitting results of events with γ(γ)π + π − mass outside the η ′ signal region ( Fig. 3(b) , Fig. 4(b) ). Alternative shapes of peaking background obtained from different γ(γ)π + π − regions are used to constrain the shape of peaking background in the fit, and to estimate the corresponding systematic uncertainty. 3) fitting range: A series of fits with different intervals on the γ(γ)K + K − π + π − invariant mass spectrum are performed. 4) sideband range: The candidate events with γ(γ)π + π − invariant mass within the η ′ sideband region are used to constrain the amplitude of peaking backgrounds in the fits. The corresponding systematic uncertainties are estimated with different interval of sideband ranges. 5) the normalization factor: The normalization factors α i are varied within their uncertainties listed in Table I . The systematic uncertainties of these aspects are taken as the largest differences in the branching fractions to the nominal result.
f. Detection efficiency
As mentioned previously, abundant structures are observed in both K + K − and ηK ± invariant mass spectra, respectively. A full PWA is performed to estimate the detection efficiencies of the χ c1 signal, and the following two aspects are considered to evaluate the detection efficiency uncertainties: 1) The statistical uncertainties of PWA fit parameters (the magnitudes and phases of partial waves), which are obtained from the PWA results; 2) The uncertainties of input mass and width of intermediate states [1] . For the χ c2 signal, a simple PWA is performed on the candidate events, and the detection efficiency uncertainties are estimated by the differences of PWA fitting with or without background subtraction.
g. Other systematic uncertainties The number of ψ(3686) events is determined from an inclusive analysis of ψ(3686) hadronic events with an uncertainty of 0.8% [7] . The uncertainties due to the branching fractions of ψ(3686) → γχ cJ , η ′ → γρ 0 , η ′ → ηπ + π − and η → γγ are taken from PDG [1] .
A summary of all the uncertainties is shown in Table II . The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by summing all individual contributions in quadrature.
The final branching fractions of χ c1,2 → η ′ K + K − measured from the two η ′ decay modes are listed in Table IX , where the first uncertainties are statistical, and second ones are systematic. The measured branching fractions from the two η ′ decay modes are consistent with each other within their uncertainties. The measurements from the two decay modes are, therefore, combined by considering the correlation of uncertainties between the two measurements, the mean value and the uncertainty are calculated with [17] ,
where i and j are summed over all decay modes, ω ij is the element of the weight matrix W = V −1
x , and V x is the covariance error matrix calculated according to the statistical uncertainties listed in Table I and the systematic uncertainties listed in Table II . When combining the results of the two decay modes, the error matrix can be calculated as
where σ i is the independent absolute uncertainty (the statistical uncertainty and all independent systematical uncertainties added in quadrature) in the measurement mode i, and ǫ f is the common relative systematic uncertainties between the two measurements (All the common systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The items in Table. II with ′ * ′ are common uncertainties, and the other items are independent uncertainties). x i is the measured value given by mode i. Then the combined mean value and combined uncertainty can be calculated as :
The calculated results are shown in Table IX .
As shown in Fig. 9 , there are abundant structures observed in the K + K − and η ′ K ± invariant mass distributions. In the K + K − invariant mass spectrum, an f 0 (980) is observed at K + K − threshold. There are also structures observed around 1.5 GeV/c 2 and 1.7 GeV/c 2 . In the η ′ K ± invariant mass spectrum, a structure is observed at threshold, which might be a K * ±
A. Decay amplitude and likelihood construction
In the PWA, the sub-processes with following sequential 2-body decays are considered:
The 2-body decay amplitudes are constructed in the covariant tensor formalism [18] , and the radius of the centrifugal barrier is set to be 1. 
where s is the K + K − invariant mass-squared, and ρ ππ and ρ KK are Lorentz invariant phase space factors, g 1,2 are coupling constants to the corresponding final state, and the parameters are fixed to values measured in BESII [20] 
where M R and Γ R are the mass and width of the resonances, respectively, and are fixed at PDG values [1] . The excited kaon states at the η ′ K ± invariant mass threshold are parameterized with the Flatté formula: 
The items with ′ * ′ are common uncertainties of two η ′ decay modes. The decay amplitude is constructed as follows [18] :
where ψ µ (m 1 ) is the polarization vector of ψ(3686), e ν (m 2 ) is the photon polarization vector, and U µν ij is the amplitude of the i-th state. For ψ(3686) → γ+χ c1 , χ c1 → η ′ + X i / K ± + X i , each intermediate state X i will introduce two independent amplitudes, which are identified by the subscript j = 1, 2. The detailed formulas for U µν ij for states with different J P C , which are the same as those for ψ → γηπ + π − , can be found in reference [18] . ρ ij is the magnitude and φ ij is the phase angle of the amplitude of the i-th state. In the fit, the phase of the two amplitudes of the same states are set to be same, φ i1 = φ i2 . BW χcJ and BW i are the propagators for χ cJ and the intermediate states observed in the K + K − or η ′ K ± invariant mass spectra, respectively. A ij (J P C ) is the remaining part that is dependent on the J P C of the intermediate states. Since all the parameters in the propagators are fixed in the fit, there are three free parameters (two magnitudes and one phase) for each state in the fit. The total differential cross section dσ/dφ is
The relative magnitudes and phases of each subprocess are determined by an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. The probability to observe the event characterized by the measurement ξ i is the differential cross section normalized to unity:
where ω(ξ i , α) ≡ ( dσ dφ ) i , α is a set of unknown parameters to be determined in the fitting, and ǫ(ξ i ) is the detection efficiency. The joint probability density for observing N events in the data sample is:
FUMILI [21] is used to optimize the fit parameters to achieve the maximum likelihood value. Technically, rather than maximizing L, S = − ln L is minimized, i.e.,
For a given data set, the second term is a constant and has no impact on the relative changes of the S value. In practice, the normalized integral dξ i ω(ξ i , α)ǫ(ξ i ) is evaluated by the phase space MC samples. The details of the PWA fit process are described in Ref. [22] .
B. Background treatment
In this analysis, background contamination in the signal region are estimated from events within different sideband regions. The η ′ signal region is defined with the requirement (I) |M (γπ
2 for mode II. While the η ′ sideband region is defined with the requirement (II) 20 MeV/c
respectively. The χ c1 signal region is defined with the requirement (III) |M (γπ
MeV/c 2 for the two η ′ decay modes, respectively. The χ c1 sideband region is defined with requirement (IV) 20 MeV/c 
for mode II. The boxes defining the signal and sideband regions are described in the text.
In the PWA, χ c1 signal candidate events are selected with requirements I and III (box 0 in Fig. 8) . The first category of background is the peaking γ(γ)π
background in the χ c1 region, which is mainly from decay processes with the same final states, or with one more (less) photon in the final state, but without an η ′ , the non-η ′ background. This category of background can be estimated with events within the η ′ sideband region with requirements II and III (box 1 in Fig. 8) . The second category of background is the non-peaking background, the non-χ c1 background, which is mainly from direct ψ(3686) radiative decay, ψ(3686) → γη ′ K + K − . This background can be estimated with the events within the χ c1 sideband region with requirements I and IV (box 2 in Fig. 8 ). There are also backgrounds from processes without χ c1 and η ′ intermediate states, the non-η ′ non-χ c1 background, which can be estimated with events with requirements II and IV (box 3 in Fig. 8 ). In the fit, background contributions to the log likelihood are estimated from the weighted events in the sideband regions, and subtracted in the fit, as following:
where N sig , N bkg1 , N bkg2 and N bkg3 are the numbers of events in the signal regions, non-η ′ , non-χ c1 and non-η ′ non-χ c1 sideband regions, respectively. The ω bkg1 , ω bkg2 , and ω bkg3 are the normalization weights of events in different sideband regions, and are taken to be 0.5, 1.0, 0.5 in the fit, respectively. The plus sign in the formula before ω bkg1 and ω bkg2 in fact means minus − ln L. There is a minus sign before ω bkg3 because the third category of background is double counted in the first two categories of background.
C. PWA procedure and result
To improve the sensitivity for each sub-process, a combined fit on the candidate events of the two η ′ decay modes is carried out, and the combined log likelihood value:
is used to optimize the fit parameters. Here, S 1 and S 2 are the log likelihoods of the two decay modes, respectively. In the fitting, two individual phase space MC
are generated for the normalized integral of the two η ′ decay modes, respectively. Since the χ cJ signal is included in the MC samples, the propagator of BW χcJ in Eq. 14 is set to be unity in the fit. 
distributions of data and the PWA fit projections, as well as the contributions of individual sub-processes for the optimal solution are shown in Fig. 9 for the two η ′ decay modes. The corresponding comparisons of angular distributions θ(X − Y ), the polar angle of particle X in Y -helicity frame, are shown in Fig. 10 . The PWA fit projection is the sum of the signal contribution of the best solution and the backgrounds estimated with the events within the sideband regions. The Dalitz plots of data and MC projection from the best solution of the PWA for the two η ′ decays modes are shown in Fig. 11 .
To determine goodness of the fit, a χ 2 is calculated by comparing data and the fit projection histograms, where χ 2 is defined as:
Here n i and v i are the number of events for data and the fit projections in the i th bin of each figure, respectively. If v i of one bin is less than five, the bin is merged to the neighboring bin with the smaller bin content. The corresponding χ 2 and the number of bins of each mass and angular distributions for the two η ′ decay modes as well as for the combined distributions are shown in Table III . The values of χ 2 /(N bin −1) of combined distributions are between 0.67 and 1.52, indicating reasonable agreement between data and the fit projection.
D. Partial Branching fraction measurements
To get the branching fractions of individual subprocesses with sequential two-body decay, the cross section fraction of the i th sub-process is calculated with MC integral method:
In practice, a large phase space MC sample without any selection requirements is used to calculate F i , where
i j and ( dσ dφ ) j are the differential cross section of the i th sub-process and the total differential cross section for the j th MC event, and N mc is the total number of MC events.
The statistical uncertainties of the magnitudes, phases and F i are estimated with a bootstrap method [23] . 300 new samples are formed by random sampling from the original data set; each with equal size as the original. All the samples are subjected to the same analysis as the original sample. The statistical uncertainties of the magnitudes, phases and F i are the standard deviations of the corresponding distributions obtained and are listed in Table. IV.
The partial branching fraction of the i th sub-process is:
where
is the average branching fraction in Table IX . The corresponding statistical uncertainty of B i contains two parts: one is from the statistical uncertainty of
, and the other part is from the statistical uncertainty of F i (σ 2 ).
The statistical uncertainty of
is calculated with a weighted χ 2 method:
where σ s1 and σ s2 are the statistical uncertainties given by the two decay modes listed in Table IX . Finally the total statistical uncertainty of the i th sub-process is:
The results of cross section fraction F i and the partial branching fractions of individual sub-processes as well as the two independent magnitudes and phase of each state of the baseline fit are shown in Table IV , where only statistical uncertainties are listed.
E. Checks for the best solution
Various alternative PWA fits with different assumptions are carried out to check the reliability of the results. To get the statistical significance of individual sub-processes, alternative fits with dropping one given sub-process are performed. The changes of log likelihood value ∆S and of the number of degrees of freedom ∆ndof as well as the corresponding statistical significance are listed in Table V . Each sub-process has a statistical significance larger than 5σ. Table IV : The fitted magnitudes, phases, fractions and the corresponding partial branching fractions of individual processes in the nominal fit (statistical uncertainties only).
73.26 ± 5.03 6.41 ± 0.57
0.77 ± 0.11 0.12 ± 0.16 5.50 ± 0.28 18.90 ± 5.26 1.65 ± 0.47
0.88 ± 0.20 0.03 ± 0.30 0.96 ± 0.18 8.11 ± 2.43 0.71 ± 0.22 To determine the spin-parity of each intermediate state, alternative fits with different spin-parity hypotheses of the K * ± X (1430), f X (1710) and f X (1525) are performed. If J P of K * ± X (1430) is replaced with 1 − or 2 + , the log likelihood value is increased by 35 or 99, respectively. If J P C of f X (1525) is replaced with 0 ++ , the log likelihood value is increased by 12, while it increases by 7.4 when using the mass and width of the f 0 (1500) in the fit. If J P C of f X (1710) is replaced with 2 ++ , the log likelihood value is improved by 1.3, so there is some ambiguity for the J P C of the f X (1710) due to small statistics. Since there is no known meson with J P C = 2 ++ around 1.7 GeV/c 2 in PDG, the structure around 1.7 GeV/c 2 in K + K − invariant mass is assigned to be f 0 (1710) in the analysis. In the above tests, the mass and width of each intermediate states are fixed to PDG values in the fit [1] . If we scan the mass and width of all the states, M (f X (1710)) ⋍ 1.705 GeV/c 2 and Γ(f X (1710)) ⋍ 0.1331 GeV/c 2 , which agree well with the PDG values, and the spin-parity of f X (1710) favors 0 ++ over 2 ++ with log likelihood value improved by 11.
To check the contributions from other possible subprocesses, alternative fits with additional known mesons listed in the PDG are carried out. Under spin-parity constraints, the intermediate mesons system is a very broad state with J P = 0 + . The likelihood value change ∆S, the number of freedom change ∆ndof as well as the corresponding significance of various additional sub-process are summarized in Table VI  and Table VII with the available data, and these sub-processes are not included in the nominal solution. The influence on the measurement of these states is considered in the systematic uncertainty. The fit results obtained using resonance parameters from the mass and width scans are also taken into account in the systematic uncertainty. c. The shape of K 1 = 1.15, are from Ref. [6] . As mentioned at the end of section VIII E, the fit result using resonance parameters from the mass and width scans are also considered. The largest differences of the partial branching fractions to the nominal values are taken as the systematic uncertainties associated with the K * 0 (1430) parameterization. e. Background uncertainty To estimate the systematic uncertainty from background, alternative intervals of sideband regions are defined, and the PWA fit is redone. The differences to the nominal partial branching fractions are taken as the systematic uncertainties. A summary of the partial branching fraction systematic uncertainties for individual sub-processes are shown in Table VIII . The total systematic uncertainties are obtained by adding the individual contributions in quadrature. Fig . 12 shows the M ( 
In the PWA, only f 2 from a rough scan. The PWA fit with or without background subtraction are performed, where the background is estimated from the η ′ sideband events. The difference of detection efficiency given for the two cases is taken as systematic uncertainty when measuring B(χ c2 → η ′ K + K − ).
X. SUMMARY
Based on a sample of (106.41 ± 0.86) × 10 6 ψ(3686) events collected with the BESIII detector, the branching fractions of χ c1,2 → η ′ K + K − are measured with η ′ → γρ 0 and η ′ → ηπ + π − . The measured branching fractions are summarized in Table IX . Abundant structures on the K + K − and η ′ K ± invariant mass spectra are observed for χ c1 candidate events, and a simultaneous PWA with covariant tensor amplitudes is performed for the two η ′ decay modes. The partial branching fractions of χ c1 decay processes with intermediate states f 0 (980), f 0 (1710), f ′ 2 (1525) and K * 0 (1430) are measured and summarized in the Table IX. All of these branching fractions are measured for the first time. As mentioned in the introduction, the results can be used to constrain glueballqq mixing schemes for scalar mesons. However, both the theory in reference [4] and our measurement result has large uncertainty. Our result can not distinguish between the mixing schemes. The decay K * 0 (1430) ± → η ′ K ± is observed for the first time. 
